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/(,~(,~) is a regular n-partite graph with nm vertices. We prove that K12o+Tta~) 
and K12,+TtS~.S) can be triangularly imbedded into orientable surfaces. Ifpa is a 
prime power equal to 3 (mod 4), we prove that K~<3~) is triangularly imbeddable 
into an orientable surface. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the 2-cell imbeddings of K~tm ) , the regular 
n-partite graph with nm vertices. We show that a triangular imbedding 
into an orientable surface is possible if n = 7 (mod 12) and m = 3 ~ or 
m = 3 ~ 9 2. In the third part, we study the case n = 3 (rood 4) and m = 3% 
We recall here some definitions about the rotation technique and the 
theory of quotient graphs (see [2, 3, 5, 6]). 
In general, we shall consider finite pseudographs, i.e., loops and/or 
multiple edges are allowed; we call them briefly graphs. Each edge will 
be provided with two opposite distinct directions. However, we allow 
some loops to have a single direction in the quotient graphs; we call them 
singular loops. 
Let G be such a graph with a vertex-set X and a set of directed edges U. 
A rotation on G is a permutation p on U, the orbits of which are the maxi- 
mal subsets of directed edges with a same initial vertex. Denote r(u) the 
directed edge opposite to the directed edge u. The cyclic permutations 
induced by p, on its own orbits can be interpreted as circuits of G, these 
circuits will be called the faces induced by p on G. It is proved in [3] and 
[5] that any rotation on a graph G determines a 2-cell imbedding of G 
into an orientable surface. 
We shall consider in the sequel a finite additive group X (so X is abelian) 
and a symmetric subset H (i.e., H = - -H)  without 0 which generates X. 
G is a current-graph on H if we have defined an onto-map A: U -*  H 
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such that A(~(u)) = --A(u) for every directed edge u (note that the current 
of a singular loop is neccessarily involutive), A(u) is the current of u. 
KCL holds at a vertex v if the currents of the directed edges starting from 
v have a null sum. G is the Cayley graph induced by X and H if X is the 
vertex-set of G, and an ordered pair of vertices (x, y) is a directed edge 
iff y -- x is in H; y -- x is the current of (x, y). This Cayley graph will be 
denoted C(X, H). 
1. ]-/-PROPERTY FOR A CAYLEY GRAPH 
(1.1) /-/-property holds for a Cayley graph C(X, H) 2-cell imbedded 
into an orientable surface if 
(//1) X is an additive group; 
(//2) each face is a triangle; 
(//3) the imbedding is induced by a quotient graph Q of index 1; 
(//4) I H[  is even. 
We recall that Q is a quotient graph of index 1 for the imbedding of 
C(X, !t) if 
(QI) Q is a current-graph on H; 
(Q2) Q is provided with a rotation inducing a single face; 
(Q3) each element in H is the current of one and only one directed 
edge of Q. 
Moreover Q induces a triangular imbedding of C(X, H) if 
(Q4) each vertex v of Q either has a degree 3 and KCL holds at v 
or the degree of v is 1 and the current of the directed edge starting from v 
is of order 3. 
THEOREM l. If//-property holds for a Cayley graph C(X, H) 2-cell 
imbedded into an orientable surface, then CO( • z3,  H • ZB) can be 
2-cell imbedded into an orientable surface with//-property. 
(I.2) In order to illustrate the theorem and its p roo f  we shall refer 
to the following examples: 
(1.2.1) quotient graph for a triangular imbedding into the torus of 
Kr identified with the Cayley graph C(Zr ZT*) t (Fig. 1)2; 
1 For an additive group X, X* denotes the set of the non-zero elements of X. 
2 In the figures, the rotation is clockwise (resp. counterclockwise) around the vertices 
with an empty (resp. full) circle. 
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FIGURE 1 
(1.2.2) quotient graph for a triangular imbedding into the sphere 
of/(4 identified with the Cayley graph C(Z~ x Z2, (Z2 • Z~)*) (Fig. 2), 
we note here that (/-/4) does not hold. 
FIGURE 2 
(1.3) Proof of the Theorem 1. It is constructive and decomposed into 
five stages--(1.3.1) to (1.3.5); the first stage will be used for the proof of 
the Theorem 2 stated in the following part. 
Starting with the quotient graph Q which induces the imbedding of 
C(X, H), we construct a current-graph Q' with a rotation inducing three 
faces--(1.3.1) to (1.3.3). We modify the currents of Q' by the adjunction 
of a component in Z8--(1.3.4), so we obtain a current-graph on H • Z3 
where KCL holds and each current is carried by a single directed edge. 
Finally we modify the rotation at a vertex of Q' in order to have a single 
face--(1.3.5). So we obtain a quotient graph Q" of index 1 which induces 
a 2-cell imbedding of C(X • Za, H x Za) into an orientable surface 
with/-/-property. 
(1.3.1). Put [ HI = k, denote (hlh ~ ... hk) the cyclic sequence of the 
currents carried by the successive directed edges of the face induced by 
the rotation p on Q (in the meantime we do not suppose anything about 
the parity of k). 
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Construct a basic cycle C of length k, choose a direction on C, put the 
color B (blue) on the directed edges of C defined by this direction, put the 
color R (red) on the opposite directed edges. 
Put the currents hi ,  h2 ..... h~ on the successive blue directed edges, 
for each i ~ 1, 2,..., k, put the current --hi on the red directed edge 
opposite to the blue directed edge which carries the current hi. 
Denote vl the initial vertex of the blue directed edge with the current hi ; 
vi is also the initial vertex of the red directed edge with the current --h~_t 9 
Denote ~i the common initial vertex in Q of the directed edges with the 
currents --hi_l and hi (see Figs. 3 and 4). 
hi ~i hi.  I V h~(B) L .h i _ l (  R 
FIGIJRE 3 
~/i hiIB) ' "  h, H 
FIOURE 4 
(1.3.2) Construction of Q'. For each i -~ 1, 2 ..... k, construct a yellow 
directed edge with the initial vertex vi and the current p(hi) (as there is a 
1-1 onto correspondance between the directed edges of Q and their 
currents, we use the same symbol hi to denote a directed edge of Q and its 
current); convince that two yellow directed edges are opposite if their 
currents are opposite, so each involutive element in H will be the current 
of a yellow singular loop. Now vi is the initial vertex of three directed 
edges, a blue one, a red one, and a yellow one; define at vi the rotation 
which induces the succession of colors blue, yellow, red. Denote Q' the 
current-graph so defined with its rotation. Two cases may occur for each 
i = 1,2 ..... k: 
Case 1. The degree of ~)~ is 3. The three directed edges which start 
from vi have the same currents as the three ones which start from ~;, 
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then KCL holds for v, because it holds for ~ .  Note also that the rotations 
at vi and ~)i nduce a same succession of the currents. 
Case 2. The degree of ~)~ is 1. The three directed edges which start 
from v~ have the same current hi which is an element of order 3, so KCL 
still holds at v~. 
(1.3.3) Faces of  Q'. From the construction of Q' it follows that: 
(i) two successive currents on a face of Q' are also successive on 
the face of Q; 
(ii) the blue circuit is a face of Q'; 
(iii) the yellow and red directed edges alternate on the nonblue 
faces of Q'. 
Two cases may occur for the nonblue faces of Q': 
Case 1'. ]H I  = k is odd (cf. fig. 2 and 2'). Denote ul a nonblue 
directed edge with the current hi ,  Us+x the directed edge which is s positions 
after ul on the same face. Consider the cyclic sequence of edges 
(ulu~ "" U~Uk+lUk+2 "'" U~k). For each i = 1, 2,..., k, u~ and uk+i have the 
current hi by (i). Since k is odd, their colors are distinct by (iii). So the 
edges of the cyclic sequence are all the nonblue edges and there exists a 
single nonblue face. 
,111,~) 
FIGURE 2' 
Case 2'. [ H I  -~ k is even (cf. Figs. 1 and 1'). We consider the same 
situation as in case 1'. Now u~ and u~+~ have the same color because k is 
even, so these two directed edges are equal because they carry the same 
current. Moreover the directed edges ui ,  u2 ..... u~ are two by two distinct, 
because their currents are two by two distinct. So there are exactly two 
distinct nonblue faces, each with a length equal to k. 
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FIGURE l '  
(1.3.4) New currents on Q'. Consider the cyclic group Za ; denote its 
elements --1, 0, 1. Replace the current h of a blue (resp. red, yellow) 
directed edge by the ordered pair (h, 1) (resp. (h, --1), (h, 0)). We so get a 
current graph on H x Zs,  where KCL still holds because each vertex 
is the origin of three directed edges with distinct colors. Moreover each 
element in H x Z3 is the current of one and only one directed edge in Q'. 
However Q' is not a quotient graph of index 1 because it has 2 or 3 
faces following the case 1' or 2'. We shall see in (1.3.5) that in the case 
2' (k is even), it is possible to change the rotation at a vertex of Q' in order 
to obtain a single face, so we shall get a quotient graph Q" for a triangular 
imbedding of C(X x Za, H x Z3) into an orientable surface. Such a 
transformation of the rotation of Q' will be impossible if there are 2 faces 
(k is odd); indeed the Euler's formula implies that the parity of the number 
of faces is independent of the rotation. So we are now obliged to assume 
that k is even. 
(1.3.5) Construction of Q". 
PROPERTY 1. There exists a vertex of Q' which is incident to the 
3 faces of Q'. 
Proof Every vertex is incident to the blue face, so we have to find 
a vertex which is incident to the two nonblue faces. I f  it was false, by 
running along the blue circuit we should always meet the same nonblue 
face, a contradiction with the existence of two nonblue faces. 
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PROPERTY 2. If we consider a cubic graph provided with a rotation 
inducing 3 faces and a vertex x incident o these 3 faces, the inversion of 
the rotation at x gives a single face. 
We let the reader make this verification by himself. 
Properties 1 and 2 imply that we can obtain from Q' a quotient graph 
Q" of index 1 which induces a triangular imbedding into an orientable 
surface of C(X • Z3, H • Z3). Since ] HI  is even, H • Z3 is even too, 
so H-property holds for C(X • Z3, H • Z3) and the theorem is proved. 
(1.4) Application: Triangular imbedding of K1~8+7~8~) 9 Let G be a graph 
without loop or multiple edge and m > 0, an integer. Define a 1-1 onto 
correspondance b tween the vertices Xl, x2 ..... xn of G and n two by two 
disjoint sets, $1, $2 ..... Sn, with m elements. Define an edge between two 
elements of $1 + $2 + "'" § Sn if and only if they belong to subsets Si 
and Sj,  corresponding to vertices xi and x~ joined by an edge in G. So we 
obtain a graph denoted G~,,). For example, K,~m) is defined in this way 
from the complete graph K,~. 
If G is a Cayley graph C(X, H), and if Y is a group of order m, then the 
Cayley graph C(X • Y, H • Y) is isomorphic to G(m). Therefore if 
C(X, H) verifies H-property, G, GI~), G(9),..., G~z~),... have triangular 
imbeddings into orientable surfaces. 
Following the case 7 of the map-color theorem [3], the Cayley graph 
C(Z12.~+7, Z~,+7) can be 2-cell imbedded with H-property, therefore 
K~2~+7(3~) has a triangular imbedding into an orientable surface and it is 
easy to compute its genus. 
Remark. We have seen in (1.3.4) that our construction fails for K4 
identified to the Cayley graph C(Z2 • Z2, (Z~ • Z2)*) because k is 
odd, so we are unable to find a triangular imbedding for K4~3) if some one 
exists. We recall with this respect a conjecture stated by Ringel: K4~,) has 
a triangular imbedding into an orientable surface; the first unknown case 
is for n = 3. 
2. /I-PROPERTY FOR A CAYLEY GRAPH 
(2.1) Let X be an additive finite group and H be a subset of X* with 
a number of elements which is a multiple of 6. We call A-partition of H 
in X a partition ~ with classes of cardinality 3 verifying the two following 
conditions: 
(A1) {x ,y ,z}~x§  
(A2) {x, y, z} ~ ~ ~ {--x, --y, --z} ~ ~. 
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PROPERTY. If H has a A-partition in X, then H x Za has a A-partition 
inX  x Z3. 
Proof. Let ~ be a A-partition of H in X. For each class {x, y, z} in ~,  
construct he three classes {(x, 0), (y, 1), (z, --1)}, {(x, 1), (y, --1), (z, 0)} 
and {(x,--1), (y, 0), (z, 1)}. It is easy to verify that these new classes 
constitute a A-partition of H x 2"3 in X • Zs. 
* A-partition in Z12s+7. BASIC THEOREM. Z12s+ 7 has a 
This theorem which will be used later has been indicated to us by 
J. Novak. Its proof follows from the construction of cyclic Steiner Triple 
Systems on Z*+I (paper of Rosa [4] in slovak). Applying the preceding 
property, we have 
COROLLARY. Zl*2s+7 X (Zz) ~ has a A-partition in Z12s+7 x (Zz) ~. 
(2.2) /-/'-property holds for a Cayley graph C(X, H) 2-cell imbedded 
into an orientable surface if (/71), (/72) and (/73) of (1.1) hold and 
(/7'4) H has a A-partition in X. 
THEOREM 2. I f  ~7'-property holds for a Cayley graph C(X, H) 2-cell 
imbedded into an orientable surface, then C(X x Z2, H x Z2) can be 
triangularly imbedded into an orientable surface with a quotient graph Q' 
of index 2. 
Let us give first sufficient conditions for Q' to be a quotient graph of 
index 2 for the imbedding of C(X • Z2, H • Zz): 
(Q'I) Q' is a current-graph on H x Z2 ; 
(Q'2) Q' is provided with a rotation which induces two faces Fo and 
F1 corresponding to X x {0) and X x {1} respectively; 
(Q'3) each element in H x Z2 is the current of one and only one 
directed edge in each face F0 and F1 ; 
(Q'4) two opposite directed edges which belong to a same face have 
their currents in X x {0}, otherwise they have their currents in X • {1}. 
Moreover Q' induces a triangular imbedding if the condition (Q4) of 
(1.1) is verified. 
(2.3) Proof of the Theorem 2. As for the Theorem 1, we decompose the 
proof into 5 stages from (2.3.1) to (2.3.5). 
(2.3.1) Let ~ be a A-partition of H in X. Denote Pl,P2 .... ,p~ the 
classes in ~. Let us distinguish classes of types B' and R' in ~ in such a way 
that two opposite classes (i.e., {x, y, z} and {--x, --y, --z}) have distinct 
types. 
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(2.3.2) Construct a basic cycle C with currents and colors as in (1.3.1). 
Add new vertices Yl, Y~ ,..., Y~ corresponding to the classes p~, p~ .... , p~. 
Join by an edge a vertex v~ of the cycle C to a vertex yj if and only if 
p(h~) is in the class pj .  Put the current p(hi) on the edge directed from v~ 
to y~, and the opposite current on the opposite directed edge. To these 
directed edges, associate a color B' or R' equal to the type of the class pj.  
Denote Q' the current graph which is so defined. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the triangular imbedding of / (7 induced by the 
quotient graph of Fig. 1. Putpl  = {1, 2, 4} of type B' andpz = {6, 5, 3} of 
type R'. The result of the construction is shown in Fig. 5. 
\~ls,ol 
(2,0) 
FIGURE 5 
(2.3.3) Let us suppose here that we have provided Q' with a rotation 
which induces 2 faces, one of these faces constituted by all the directed 
edges with colors R or _R', the other face consituted by all the directed 
edges with colors B or B'- -the determination of such a rotation will be 
made in (2.3.5). The currents of Q' are in H. We add to them a new com- 
ponent in Z2 in order to obtain currents in H • Z 2 . The component 1 is 
added to the currents of the directed edges colored R or B, the component 
0 is added to the currents of the directed edges colored R' or B'. The 
conditions given in (2.2) to have a quotient graph of index 2 are verified; 
as the degrees in Q' are equal to 3, the theorem will be proved (cf. Fig. 5). 
(2.3.4) With a view to the construction of the rotation on Q', we con- 
sider first the following general situation. Qi' is a graph with a rotation 
pi, F~ is a face induced by this rotation, zl ,  z~ and z 3 are three vertices 
of Q /wh ich  are met by the face F~ following this order. A new graph 
Q~+I and a rotation p~+l are defined in the following way (see Fig. 6): 
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FIGURE 6 
Add a new vertex Yi+l joined by edges el ,  e2, ea to z I , z 2 , z3, respec- 
tively. Define the rotation (ele~e3) on Yi+l. For each j ---- 1, 2, 3, denote 
v~ (resp. wj) the directed edge of the face Fi with its final endpoint (resp. 
initial endpoint) equal to z i , denote e~* the edge e~. directed from zj to 
Y~+I 9 Define the rotation...v-fle~*wj ... on zj. Leave unchanged the rotation 
on the other vertices, so the faces distinct from F~ induced by the old 
rotation will also be induced by the new rotation. It is easy to verify that 
the directed edges of Fi together with the directed edges defined from e 1 , 
e2 and ea are on a same face induced by the new rotation. 
(2.3.5) Consider the graph Q' obtained at the end of (2.3.2). For 
each i -  0, ! .... , s, let Q/ be the subgraph obtained from Q' after the 
deletion of the vertices Yi+l, Yi+2 .... , y.~, and the edges incident to these 
vertices. Q0' is reduced to the basic cycle C, Q.~' is equal to Q'. We construct 
by induction on i ~ 0, 1,..., s, a rotation p~ on Q/wh ich  induces 2 faces, 
one of these faces containing all the directed edges colored B or B', the 
other face containing all the directed edges colored R or R'. 
A single rotation can be defined on the cycle C = Q0'; it induces two 
faces which are the two possible directions of C, the directed edges for one 
of these directions are colored B, the other ones are colored R. Suppose 
that the property is true for Q(. All the directed edges incident to Y~+I 
have a same color according to the type of the class P~+I 9 Suppose, for 
example, that this color is B'. Let F~ be the face colored B and B' in Qi', let 
z l ,  z2 and za be the three vertices of C adjacent o Y~+I 9 The face Fi meets 
the vertices z l ,  z2 and z 8 because it contains all the directed edges colored 
B which constitute a direction of C. I f  we make the construction described 
in the preceding paragraph we obtain the graph Q;+I provided with a 
convenient rotation. So the proof of Theorem 2 is now complete. 
(2.4) Application: Triangular imbedding of K12s+7(2.3a). We have 
proved in the first part the existence of a 2-ceU imbedding into an orientable 
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surface of the Cayley graph C(Zl2sq_ 7 "),((Z3) ez, Z1~8+7 X (Z3) ct) with 
/-/-property. We have seen in (2.1) that /-/'-property is also verified. 
Following Theorem 2 we can obtain a triangular imbedding of the Cayley 
graph C(Z12,+7 • (Z3) ~ • Z~, Z*2,+v • (Z3) ~ • Z2) into an orientable 
surface. Contrary to the case of Theorem 1 the construction cannot be 
iterated because/-/'-property is not still verified. The second Cayley graph 
is isomorphic to K12~+7~2.a~ ) , so that graph can be triangularly imbedded 
into an orientable surface and it is easy to compute its genus. 
3. TRIANGULAR IMBEDDINGS FOR K4t+3(3a ) 
We try here to generalize the result of (1.4). We consider an integer 
k >~ 0 and study the existence of a triangular imbedding of K4~+3t3~) 
into an orientable surface. 
Consider an integer l />  1 and an additive group X of order 21 -k 1. 
Say that X is cyclable if we can find a cyclic ordering for its nonnull 
elements, say (XlX2 ... x2z), such that: 
(C1) xz+~ = - -x i i f i=  1,2 ..... l; 
(C2) the sums xl + x2-k "'" + xj are two by two distinct for 
j = 1, 2,..., 2l. 
THEOREM 3. Let k ~ 0 be an integer. I f  there exists an additive cyclable 
group X of order 4k 4- 3 then K4t+3t3~) can be triangularly imbedded into 
an orientable surface if ot ~ 1. 
10 
< 
9 5 
7 8 
3 L 
1 
FIGURE 7 
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Proof The construction made for this proof can be followed on the 
cyclic group Zll and the sequence (1 2 4 8 5 10 9 7 3 6) (see Fig. 7). 
Consider a cyclable additive group X and a cyclic sequence 
(xl xz .-" x2z) such that (C1) and (C2) hold, we have l = 2k --- 1. There 
are exactly 21 distinct sums Xl -- x2 + "'" + x~, therefore a single element 
0 of X is distinct of these sums. 0 is not equal to 0 because xl + x2 + ... ~- 
X2z ~ O. 
Construct a basic cycle C of length 2/, choose a direction oil it, put the 
color blue on the directed edges defined by this direction, put the color 
red on the other directed edges, denote successively vl, v2 ..... v2~ the 
vertices of the blue circuit, for each i = 1, 2,...,/, join by an edge the 
vertex vi to the vertex v~+~, and put the color yellow on the new directed 
edges. 
For each i = 1, 2,..., 2/, put the current x~ on the yellow directed edge 
with the initial endpoint v~; two opposite yellow directed edges 
have opposite currents by the condition (CI). Put the current 
0 - -  (X 1 -~- ,7( 3 Jr- "'" -t- Xi) on the blue directed edge with the initial end- 
point v~. Put the opposite currents on the red directed edges. KCL holds 
and no current is 0 by the condition (C2). 
Modify the currents by the addition of a component in Z~ ; take the 
component 0 (resp. 1, --1) on the yellow (resp. blue, red) directed edges. 
KCL still holds and we have now a current-graph on X • Z3 where each 
current appears a single time. We shall have a quotient graph of index 1 
for an imbedding of the Cayley graph C(X • Za, X* • Za) if we can 
provide the graph with a rotation inducing a single face. In fact the 
imbedding of this Cayley graph verifies/-/-property, so we shall obtain 
a triangular imbedding of the Cayley graph C(X x (Za) ~, X* • (Za) ~) 
which is isomorphic to K4k+a(a~) and Theorem 3 will be proved. 
For the moment, consider the rotation which induces at each vertex 
the succession of colors blue, yellow, red. The blue circuit is a face induced 
by this rotation. We let the reader verify that there are exactly two nonblue 
faces because 1is odd (there is a single nonblue face i fk  is even); each vertex 
of C meets these two faces, and as in (1.3.5), we change the rotation on a 
vertex and we obtain a convenient rotation. 
PROPOSITION. For each odd prime power pe, the additive group of the 
finite field with p~ elements i  cyclable. 
Proof Put p~ = 21 § 1 and consider a primitive root ~ of 1 in the 
field. The cyclic sequence (~o ~ o~ a ..... oJ 2~-1) verifies (C1) and (C2). 
COROLLARY. I f  the prime power pe is equal to 3 (mod 4), then K2~e(z~) 
can be triangularly 2-cell imbedded into an orientable surface if ~ ~- O. 
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The first values obtained by Theorem 1 are 7, 19, 31, 43, 55. The first 
values obtained by the preceding corollary are 3, 7, 11, 19, 23, 27, 31, 
39, 43, 47, 59. We see that these two results do not cover the same cases. 
Conjecture. For every integer l >~ 1, there exists an additive cyclable 
group of order 2l ~- 1. 
We think that Zzt+l is cyclable. 
The conjecture recalls the sequenceable groups used for the construction 
of complete latin squares (cf. [1]); however, the two problems are distinct. 
Note added in proof. Triangular imbeddings of K,t~) into orientable surfaces have 
been constructed by M. Jungermann when n 4= 3 ; there does not exist such imbedding 
if n : 3 [7]. A-partitions of Z*~+, have also been constructed by G. Ringel [8]. The 
last conjecture has been proved [9]. 
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